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Abstract. In this paper we have investigated the unified process workflow from
analysis and design perspectives of software development life cycle. There are
particular well defined roles to perform the life cycle activities. All these
activities are streamed up in a typical capability pattern called workflow. When
these activities are performed we need some artifacts as inputs. After the
activities are done we receive some output artifacts. We have developed
software process and software artifact metrics for the major artifacts and
process of analysis and design workflow. We have suggested some metrics
pertaining to the input and output artifacts. The metrics that we developed are
for analysis and design process, software architecture document artifact, and
design model artifact. Also we investigated how to quantify the artifact
checklist items and make a decision about the quality for different attributes of
the process and artifacts, and finally deciding upon the overall quality.
Keywords: analysis & design, software metrics, process metrics, artifact
metrics, checklist, CMMI.

1

Introduction

Artifacts based metrics are the software metrics that are developed by us from the
work products point of view. The work is based on developing some checklist based
metrics for the artifacts developed during the analysis & design (A&D). We have
developed metrics using checklist approach to satisfy quality from CMMI
[West,2004] perspective also. In unified process the artifacts that are produced; are
Software Architecture Document (SAD), Design Model, Analysis Model,
Deployment Model and the Data model. In the following section we emphasize on the
checklists based metrics for some of these artifacts [Chrissis,2006] [Ahern,2005].
We have developed metrics for A&D Process, Artifact Software Architecture
Document, Artifact Design Model, Artifact Deployment Model and Artifact Data
Model [Sharma,2009]. Looking in to the space limitation we are describing process
metrics for A&D and artifact metrics for Software Architecture Document and Design
Model. FI/PI/NI/NA is the abbreviation as described below. We have taken the idea
of FI/PI/NI/NA from Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) Artifacts are
evaluated on the basis of FI/PI/NI/NA. This is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Explanation of evaluation by the auditor

FI

NI

Fully Implemented in compliance with the documentation
Partially Implemented in compliance with the documentation. One or
more noncompliance’s noted.
Not Implemented, not even partly in compliance with the documentation.
One or more noncompliances noted.

NA

Not Applicable for this project. Approved waivers exist.

PI

2

Unified Process and Process Checklist

The unified process expresses the A&D process in terms of roles, artifacts, activities,
and workflow. Roles perform the activities as per the workflow and produce the
artifacts. In order to produce artifacts the activities need input artifacts also. The
metrics we are developing may be applied to input artifacts or output artifacts. These
artifacts are the part of unified software development process. Now we describe the
general process checklist items as below for the artifacts. Note that these are process
perspective only. All the artifacts must be evaluated against each metrics. First we
provide the details pertaining to project as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Project Details

Project Details Metrics
1
Project Name: Write the title of the project
2
3

Project Phase and Iteration: Which phase and iteration the project is
running
Project Manager: Name of the Project Manager

4

Owner/Author: Owner of the artifact or the author of the artifact

5

Date of Audit: Mention the date of the audit

6

Auditor: Write the name of the auditor

7

Audit Effort (hours): Number of hours taken up to conduct the audit

All the checklist items must be satisfied for the attributes. These checklists are also
called as Process Evaluation Checklist (PEC). The objective performing the
evaluation using the checklist for different artifacts is to reduce failures in the
production of artifacts in unified software development process. We evaluate in the
form of a checklist for different categories as shown in Table 3 and Table 4. There are
two types of process checklists. There are general and specific checklists. Table 3
shows general process checklist while Table 4 shows the A&D process specific
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Table 3. General Checklist Items for Process

General Process Checklist Items
People & Training
1

Were non-staff resources (equipment, facilities, and tools) made available
for the project's process activities?
2
Was the assigned staff formally trained in how to perform the process
activities (including tool training, if needed)?
Document Control
3
Are artifacts, meeting records, other documentation, etc. produced by this
process under the defined configuration management for this project?
Stakeholder Involvement
4
Do records exist that demonstrate stakeholder participation in all reviews
including decision points?
Measuring process effectiveness and efficiency
5
Have measures demonstrating process execution been collected throughout
the project?
Process Evaluation
6
Have PPQA audits been performed as scheduled?
Working with Management
7
Do meeting records exist that demonstrate review by project management in
accordance with the projects schedule?
Process Improvement
8
Has a lessons learned document been created for this process and submitted
to the process engineering group?
9

Have any process change requests been generated from the execution of this
process?

checklist. Checklist approach is one of the important factors to develop the metrics
and the quality model in CMMI [Burwick,2008]. Now we present the questionnaire of
the checklist metrics for different checklist items in Table 3 for different categories.
Table 4 shows the process specific checklist for analysis and design. This checklist
will evaluate the process performed during analysis and design workflow.
This should be noted that the project details, general process checklist items and
specific process metrics as shown in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 will be applicable
to all the artifacts. So these process metrics must be repeated for each and every
artifact in the iteration. We will not describe these items again and again for every
artifact, but we must make sure that project details, general process metrics and
specific process metrics must be followed for every artifact. After describing process
metrics we describe artifact metrics in the following sections.
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Table 4. A&D Process Specific Checklist Items

Process Specific Checklist Items
1
Has Candidate Architecture been identified?
2
Has alternate solutions been applied in arriving at the Architecture
3
Have Use Case Realizations been created?
4
Has the Analysis Model been created?
5
Has the Design Model been created?
6
Has the Deployment Model been created?
7
Has the Software Architecture Document been updated with previous
information?
8
Has preliminary Use Case Analysis been performed?
9
Have architecturally significant Analysis Classes been described?
10 Has behavior analysis been performed?
11 Has detailed Use Case Analysis been performed? (refinement of analysis
classes and use case realizations)
12 Have design elements been identified in the Design Model?
13 Has behavior analysis been reviewed?
14 Has Component Design been performed?
15 Has Use Case Design been performed?
16 Has Subsystem Design been performed to generate Design Subsystem part of
the Design Model?
17 Has Class Design been performed to generate Class Design in the Design
Model?
18 Have Test Class and Test Packages been designed?
19 Has Database Design been performed? (optional - evidence in Data Model)
20 Has Component Design been Reviewed?
21 Has the architecture been refined?
22 Have the Design Mechanisms been identified and documented in the Software
Architecture Document?
23 Have the Design Elements been identified and documented in the Software
Architecture Document?
24 Have existing Design Elements been evaluated to be incorporated?
25 Have the Run-Time Architecture been described in the Software Architecture
Document?
26 Has the distribution been described in the Software Architecture Document?
27 Has the Architecture been reviewed?

3

Metrics for Software Architecture Document

This artifact is also termed as SAD. It offers a complete and comprehensive
architectural overview of the system, using a number of different architectural views
to depict different aspects of the system. It provides as a communication medium
between the software architect and other team members of the project regarding
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architecturally significant decisions and documents that have been prepared on the
project. The metrics for Software Architecture Document is as follows, shown in
Table 5 and Table 6. In Table 5 describes general artifact checklist and Table 6
depicts specific Software Architecture Document metrics. The general artifact
checklist will also apply to all the artifacts so it will not be described for rest of the
artifacts hereon.
Table 5. General Artifact Checklist- Applicable to All Artifacts

Corrective Action Efficiency
1

Have corrective actions carried out on previous noncompliance prevented
recurrence of the noncompliance? That means we have to evaluate the
noncompliance and its remedies done earlier.
Correct Template
2

Does the layout correspond to the template defined for this type of artifact?

Revision History
3

Has the artifact revision history been maintained with a description for each
of the major changes including the reason for the changes?
Review cycle
4

Was the audited version of the document managed through the review
process as defined in its Project Plan?
Version Numbering
5

Was the version numbering used in the artifact?

Production Frequency
6

Was the artifact produced with the defined frequency?

Location
7

Is the artifact stored in the project library in the location specified in the
Software Development Plan?
Configuration Management
8

If required, has the artifact been placed under configuration management?

The metrics for architecture artifact is described below as shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Software Architecture Document Artifact Specific Checklist

Software Architecture Document Specific Checklist Items
1
Does the Introduction provide an overview of the entire document?
2
Is the Purpose defined?
3
Is the Scope defined?
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Table 6. (Continued)
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

4

Are the definitions of terms, acronyms, and abbreviations defined?
Note: This information may be provided by reference to the project's
Glossary.
Are References been defined?
Is the organization of the Software Architecture Document been defined
in the overview?
Is the Architecture of the system described in the Architectural
Representation?
Are relevant views (i.e. Use Case, Logical, Process, Deployment, and
Implementation) described in the architectural representation?
Have Architectural goals been identified?
Have Architectural constraints been identified?
Have architecturally relevant use cases been described in the Use Case
View?
Have main use case been detailed with respective Use Case Realizations?
Have architecturally significant parts of the Design Model been described
in the Logical View?
Is the Design Model decomposed in terms of the package hierarchy and
layering in the Logical View overview?
Have architecturally significant Design Packages been detailed?
Have system threads and processes been described in the Process View?
Does the Software Architecture Document provide a view of the
Deployment Model in the Deployment View section?
Does the Software Architecture Document describe the overall structure
of the Implementation Model in the Implementation View section?
Is an overview of layering provided for the Implementation View?
Has the implementation layer been described in the layers section of the
Implementation View?
Has a view of the Data Model been detailed in the Software Architecture
Document? (optional)
Have dimensioning characteristics been described?
Have performance constraints been described?
Is the Software Architecture contributing to all capabilities of the system
described (i.e. extensibility, reliability, portability)?

Metrics for Design Model

This artifact is an object model that explains the realization of use cases, and serves as
an abstraction of the implementation model and the software program code. The
design model is used as essential input to activities in implementation and test. It is a
comprehensive and composite artifact encompassing all design classes, subsystems,
packages, subsystems and collaborations. The metrics for Design Model is described
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below as shown in Table 7. This is artifact specific metrics whereas for general
artifact checklist we can refer to Table 5. This should be noted that the general artifact
checklist as shown in Table 5 will be applicable to all the artifacts in the unified
software development process. Design model and other models are constructed
making use of the unified modeling language that is the analysis and design language
in unified software development process. Again, we are making use of the checklists
based approach as per CMMI [West,2004].
Table 7. Design Model Specific Checklist Items

Design Model Specific Checklist Items
1
Does the Design Model have a textual introduction?
2
Have Design Packages been described?
3

Do the Design Packages have brief descriptions?

4
5
6
7
8
9

Have the classes contained in the Design Package been defined?
Have the relationships inside the package been defined?
Have Design Packages contained inside other Design Packages been
defined?
Have import dependencies with other packages been documented?
Have Design Subsystems been defined?
Do Design Subsystems include brief descriptions?

10

Are all realized interfaces clearly described?

11
12
13

Are all elements contained in the Subsystem defined?
Are dependencies with other design element documented?
Have Design Classes been defined?

14
15

Do relevant Design Classes include brief descriptions?
Have class responsibilities been defined?

16
17
18

Have the relationships of the Design Classes been defined?
Have operations of Design Classes been defined?
Have attributes of Design Classes been defined?

19
20

Are requirements associated with Design Classes referenced?
Have Interfaces been defined?

21
22

Do the Interfaces include brief descriptions?
Have the Interface operations been described?

23
24
25

Have relationships among Design Elements been defined?
Have design level Use Case Realizations been defined?
Has a textual "Flow of Events" been described for each use case
realization?
Has an Interaction Diagram been defined for each Use Case Realization?
Has a Class Diagram been defined for each Use Case Realization?
Have the requirements associated with each Use Case Realization been
described?

26
27
28
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Quantification of Checklist Items and Decision Making

In order to quantify the metrics it is necessary to evaluate each checklist item and
award a quantified value based on some scale. We have two process checklists that
are general process checklist and process specific checklist. On the artifact side we
have general artifact checklist and artifact specific checklist. We know that we have to
quantify the attributes of evidence, FI/PI/NI/NA, issue # (category of problem), and
comments. After setting the values based on the scale described below we can
measure each of our checklist items in all the metrics for process and artifacts. The
Table 8 is prepared in such a way that based on the evaluation of the checklist item
we can award the weight to each checklist item.
Table 8. Evaluation Scale

Evidence
Values
Evidence in
the form of
template,
artifact or
guideline

FI/PI/NI/NA
Values
As per Table 1.

Issue #
Values
Problem
ID/Category

Comments Values

Very Strong-4

FI-4

Not Severe-4

Strongly Recommended -4

Strong-3

PI-3

Not Much
Severe-3

Recommended-2

Sufficient-2

NI-2

Severe-2

Recommended with
Reservations-3

Poor-1

NA-NIL

Very Severe-1

Not Recommended-1

Comments by team

We see that all the values are of the range from 1 to 4. We understand that score of
4 is for the best and score of 1 is the poorest indicator. Let us take an example of
Software Architecture Document, and set the scale as follows for the artifact specific
checklist as per Table 9. For the sake of convenience we are taking only five checklist
items from Table 7.
So there are five checklist items and four attributes for each checklist items. We
know that number values that can be awarded to a particular cell are four and the
minimum that can be awarded to is one. We have maximum of eighty points of
evaluation. In the example we sum up each column and get the values. Finally a grand
total is calculated as shown in the last row of the table. This number is the key to
evaluation and we can make a decision that how much quality oriented the artifact is.
We see that the Software Architecture Document could score 64 out of 80. We can
conclude that it is 80 percent quality oriented.
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Table 9. Quantifying Checklist Items

Software Architecture
Document Specific
Checklist Items

Evidence
Values

FI/PI/NI/NA
Values

Issue #
Values

Comments
Values

1

4

4

2

4

3

4

1

4

4

3

4

3

3

4

4

2

4

3

2

2

18
64

18

13

15

2
3
4

5

Does the
introduction
provide an
overview of the
entire document?
Is the purpose
defined?
Is the scope
defined?
Are the definitions
of terms,
acronyms, and
abbreviations
defined?
Note: This
information may
be provided by
reference to the
project's Glossary.
Are references
been defined?

Total
Grand Total Out of 80

6

Summary

In this chapter we investigated and understood the unified process workflow metrics
from A&D perspective. We gave emphasis on major artifacts involved in these
disciplines. There are particular roles to perform the activities. All these activities are
streamed up in a workflow. When these activities are performed we need some
artifacts as inputs. After the activities are done we receive some output artifacts. We
have developed metrics for the major artifacts of these disciplines workflow. We have
engineered up some metrics pertaining to the inputs and outputs. The metrics that are
developed are for A&D Process Metrics, Analysis Model Artifact, Design Model
Artifact, Software Architecture Document Artifact, Deployment Model Artifact and
Data Model Artifact. Also we saw how to quantify the artifact checklist items and
make a decision about the quality for different attributes.
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